Dependent Resurvey of Portion of Subdivisional Line
T. 3 S., R. 10 W.

Chains

7.31 Spur, slopes N., desc. 15 ft. over NW. slope.
3.20 Creek, 2 lbs. wide, course NE., asc. 119 ft. over NE. slope.
15.50 Ridge, bears N. and S., desc. 302 ft. over W. slope.
33.25 Creek, 3 lbs. wide, course SW., over rolling land.
34.60 Creek, 3 lbs. wide, course SE., asc. 94 ft. over E. slope.
38.84 Point for ¼ sec. cor. of secs. 4 and 9 as determined by reference to record bearing and distances from both original bearing trees.

At point for cor.

Set an iron post, 3 ft. long, 1 in. diam., 27 ins. in the ground, for ¼ sec. cor., with brass cap mkd.

\[ \frac{1}{2} \quad 3\,4 \quad 3\,9 \]
1923

from which


A hemlock, 15 ins. diam., bears S. 69° W., 14 lbs. dist., marks grown over. (Old B. T.)

Thenese

N. 89° 00' W., with new measurement, on true line bet. 4 and 9.

Desc. 96 ft. over NW. slope.

4.26 Creek, 4 lbs. wide, course SW., over rolling land.

7.69 North edge of opening, bears N. and S., desc. 51 ft. over SW. slope.

9.62 Leave opening, over bottom land.

16.70 Sand Creek, 10 lbs. wide, course SE., asc. 310 ft. over NE. slope.

22.28 Creek, 1 lb. wide, course NE.

35.34 Ridge, bears N. 70° W., and S. 70° E., along S. slope.

39.52 Point for cor. of secs. 4, 5, 8, and 9, as determined by reference to distances to all of the original bearing trees.

At point for cor.

Set an iron post, 3 ft. long, 2 ins. diam., 27 ins. in the ground, for cor. of secs. 4, 5, 8, and 9, with brass cap mkd.